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MALI - EBOLA 

This week brought welcome news to the people 

and government of Mali� as the last remaining 

confirmed case of Ebola in Mali was released 

from the hospital�  The Ministry of Health and the 

World Health Organization  WHO! stress the 

need to stay vigilant and avoid overconfidence� as 

"# persons are still being monitored�  Given that 

Mali shares a lengthy� porous border with Guinea� 

one of the nations hardest%hit by the "&'( Ebola 

crisis� it was expected that Mali would eventually 

suffer a significant outbreak as well�  So far� this 

expectation has thankfully proven false�  In fact� 

the only positive cases of Ebola detected in Mali� 

were all Guinean nationals and recent arrivals�   

 

A great deal of credit for Mali’s aggressive 

response to the virus belongs to President 

Ibrahim Boubacar Keita� who� recognizing the 

limitations of the Malian health system� gave 

international organizations including the WHO� the 

International Red Cross� the Center for Disease 

Control� and Medecins Sans Frontieres� almost 

complete authority to take necessary measures to 

avoid a substantial outbreak�  Some of these 

measures included isolating persons who had 

contact with confirmed cases�  This effort proved 

to be extremely unpopular and numerous people 

refused to submit to quarantine voluntarily�  But 

the actions of the government of Mali proved so 

successful that other African nations located in 

“The Hot Zone”  an area in which hemorrhagic 

fevers are likely to develop! would be wise to 

take note� 

 

MALI – AL QAEDA 

On Thursday� December ''� "&'(� Ahmed el%

Tilemsi� a wanted terrorist with links to Al%Qaeda� 

was killed by French troops during a raid in Gao� 

Mali�  Tilemsi was co%founder of the extremist 

group Movement for Tawhid  Unity! and Jihad in 

West Africa� or  MUJAO!�  Al%Qaeda%linked 

jihadist groups like MUJAO have slowly re%

emerged this year� after suffering heavily in "&'> 

due to joint French and Malian military operations�  

The extremist activity� which originated in the 

north of Mali� has made an effort to penetrate 

further south� and this year has even conducted 

raids from Mali into Niger�  Even so� the efforts to 

re%form and establish a legitimate presence has 

been successfully disrupted by French and Malian 

forces� 
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NIGERIA 

During the first week of December� "&'(� the 

Nigerian military conducted a number of offensive 

operations to counter moves made by operatives 

of the Boko Haram terrorist group�  The conflict 

has recently focused on the Borno� Yobe� Gombe� 

and Adamawa States in northeast Nigeria�  On 

November >&� the terrorist group attempted to 

take the town of Lassa in Borno State� but were 

repelled by local militia�  Boko Haram returned on 

December >� overran the town� and kidnapped "& 

girls�  Recently� two female suicide bombers killed 

# people at a market in Maiduguri� the capital of 

Borno State�   

 

The Nigerian military has successfully 

incorporated elements of the Air Force in its anti%

terrorist efforts� as bombing raids have accounted 

for the death of numerous Boko Haram 

operatives�  The Army is active in the disputed 

States� and within the last week a number of 

towns have been retaken from Boko Haram�  

Unfortunately� as one town is liberated� another is 

occupied�  The people of northern Nigeria have 

absolutely no confidence whatsoever in the 

ability of the Nigerian military to defeat Boko 

Haram�  This reality has led to the creation of a 

number of well%armed local militias� and also to 

the co%opting of many communities by Boko 

Haram� 

 

  

KENYA 

The Somali terrorist organization Al%Shabab has 

directed operatives to focus on Kenyan slums and 

townships in efforts to recruit new members�  As 

the Kenyan unemployment rate for men under 

the age of !" is nearly #"$% the immediate 

cash payment offered by Al&Shabab is a 

tempting inducement�  Once the young men 

have been recruited� they are transported to 

Somalia and required to undertake a modicum of 

religious instruction�  The recent effort by Al%

Shabab to step%up recruitment in the townships of 

Kenya is a result of recent military setbacks in 

Somalia�  Al%Shabab is feeling the heat� as 

Kenyan troops assigned with the African Union 

military contingent in Somalia take a lead role in 

the operations to destroy Al%Shabab�  The 

intention was to recruit a sizeable number of 

young Kenyans who would be provided with 

enough religious training to voluntarily embrace 

Islam� and traveling safely with Kenyan identity 

documents� would then disperse to various 
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locations in Kenya to conduct either attacks on 

government targetsBinstallations� or suicide 

bombings�  Al%Shabab believed that the disruption 

and public outcry that would result from internal 

attacks� would encourage the Kenyan government 

to lessen or even end its commitment to the 

African Union�  The young Kenyans who were 

recruited were originally told that they would be 

involved in smuggling weapons and hijacking 

commercial sea ocean%going traffic�  Once the 

religious training was complete and the real 

agenda became apparent� a number of the young 

Kenyans disappeared overnight and made their 

way back home in Kenya�  The young men who 

have not returned remind us all to be vigilant 

when it comes to Kenyan passports� 
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DISCLOSURES 

 

This material was produced by the Fournace Group for use 

by the recipient�  This is intended as general background 

research and is not intended to constitute tax� legal� or 

investment advice�  It has been prepared without regard to 

the individual circumstances and objectives of the person s! 

who receive it�  No part of this publication may be 

reproduced without the prior consent of the Fournace Group�  

The views expressed that are the subject of this research 

report accurately reflect the author’s personal views as of the 

report’s publication date�  The evaluation of the geopolitical 

and economic risk factors may change subsequent to 

publication of this report�  The author assumes no 

responsibility to update the information contained in the 

report�  © "&'( The Fournace Group   

 


